Dear friend,

Moody’s global network of influencers is living more boldly in the Word than ever before. You are an essential partner in the chain of impact as Moody educates, encourages, and influences people around the world!

In this brief report, we want to highlight just a few of the ways Moody Radio, Moody Publishers, Moody Bible Institute, Moody Theological Seminary, and Moody Bible Institute Distance Learning have been taking the truth of God’s Word and helping people live it out, faithfully and joyfully, every day.

Take a moment and celebrate with us how God has worked through your partnership with Moody in 2013–2014. As we brainstormed, created, produced, worked, educated, published, broadcast, and communicated, the gospel has been received across the globe, cultures, and generations.

We have seen significant growth in Moody Bible Institute Distance Learning with more than 700 students currently enrolled. In radio and publishing, Moody is reaching new audiences. For example, Moody Publishers books are now translated into more than 100 languages.

Thank you for your partnership with Moody in the past year. We hope you will join us in looking with anticipation toward the next year, as we educate, motivate, and challenge even more people to impact the world for Christ!

J. Paul Nyquist, Ph.D., President

Unrestricted Revenue from Operations—$112.4 Million

- Contributions $48.6 million (43%)
- Student fees/tuition $21.2 million (18%)
- Moody Publishers $18.6 million (16%)
- Student auxiliaries $11.9 million (10%)
- Other $10.3 million (9%)
- Investment income $1.8 million (2%)

Operating Expenses—$111.1 Million

- Education $46.7 million (42%)
- Moody Publishers $17.9 million (16%)
- Moody Radio $15.7 million (14%)
- Student auxiliaries $10.3 million (9%)
- Fundraising $10.2 million (9%)
- Other public ministries $5.5 million (5%)
- Management/general $4.8 million (4%)
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Growing Online Education

Moody Bible Institute Distance Learning is growing with more than 700 students enrolled. Moody partnered with Logos Bible software to launch an innovative, fully-online master’s degree in the fall of 2014 and was ranked ninth in EduDemic’s “Most Affordable Online Schools.” Our first MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) on the subject of ministry to victims of sexual exploitation drew 300 participants.

Building Urban Ministry

Moody Publishers author and pastor Tony Evans hosted “One Kingdom Under God,” an event to encourage and honor Chicago ministry and community leaders. Life Under God, a Moody Publishers five-book series, provided inspiration for the event. Moody Radio hosted Pray Chicago!, a public event that drew local residents to pray for the city.

Preparing Cross-Cultural Leaders

Moody Bible Institute undergraduate students moved into six Chicago neighborhoods to live, work, and learn within the context of another culture (Englewood, Chinatown, Little Village, Humboldt Park, Albany Park, and Little India). Two graduates who participated in last year’s program are now leaving for full-time, cross-cultural ministry.

“I did not plan on going into full-time ministry until Jesus radically changed my heart during my senior year of high school. Now I believe God is calling me to South Asia as a missionary. Thank you for supporting my Moody education!”

— AMY

Freeing the Trafficked

Share donors unlocked matching funds through Operation Mobilization India to help provide 2,215 children with a Christian education and a way out of oppression. Moody Bible Institute’s new major, Ministry to Victims of Sexual Exploitation, has grown to 49 students determined to provide hope to trafficking victims.

Engaging New Listeners

New Moody Radio programs like Radical with David Platt extended our reach to a younger demographic, while also challenging and inspiring current listeners. In Chicago a new morning show engaged a broader audience.

“I just finished listening to Radical with David Platt on Moody Radio. It is so refreshing to hear him speak the ‘hard’ truths of the gospel. Please continue to give us the truth.”

— SCOTT

Giving to Future Generations

The 5 Love Languages author, Dr. Gary Chapman, and his wife Karolyn gave a cornerstone gift toward the new Chapman Center which will be home to Moody’s expanding counseling program and a global media center for Moody Radio and Moody Publishers.

Speaking to a Global Audience

Moody Publishers books have been translated into more than 100 languages and are being read on every continent. Moody enrolls students from 67 countries. Moody Radio employees and Moody students, along with national leaders, held media conferences in Ghana and Romania, providing training to advance the gospel through media.

“I reside in Warsaw, Poland, and I spend almost all of my time listening over the Internet to the very life-enriching messages on Moody Radio. I listen over and over again so that my faith will be strengthened and deepened. Thank you.”

— SAM